Traffic matrix-based anomaly detection and DDoS attacks detection in networks are research focus in the network security and traffic measurement community. In this paper, firstly, a new type of unidirectional flow called IF flow is proposed. Merits and features of IF flows are analyzed in detail and then two efficient methods are introduced in our DDoS attacks detection and evaluation scheme. The first method uses residual variance ratio to detect DDoS attacks after Recursive Least Square (RLS) filter is applied to predict IF flows. The second method uses generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) statistical test to detect DDoS attacks after a Kalman filter is applied to estimate IF flows. Based on the two complementary methods, an evaluation formula is proposed to assess the seriousness of current DDoS attacks on router ports. Furthermore, the sensitivity of three types of traffic (IF flow, input link and output link) to DDoS attacks is analyzed and compared. Experiments show that IF flow has more power to expose anomaly than the other two types of traffic. Finally, two proposed methods are compared in terms of detection rate, processing speed, etc., and also compared in detail with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) methods. The results demonstrate that adaptive filter methods have higher detection rate, lower false alarm rate and smaller detection lag time.
Introduction
Internet-based attacks can be launched anywhere in the world and any Internet-based service is a potential target for these attacks. A denial of service (DoS) attack aims to deny legitimate users to access shared services or resources [1] . When the traffic of a DoS attack comes from multiple sources, it is called a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack. By using multiple attack sources, the power of DDoS attacks is amplified and the problem of defense becomes much more complicated. In 2004, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and Computer Security Institute (CSI ) released a survey [2] on impact of global Internet security events, which shows that among all Internet-based attacks DDoS attack is the most costly one this year. As a result, how to identify and prevent DDoS attacks is crucial.
A challenge in detecting DDoS attacks is the need to deal with huge traffic in networks. Many anomaly detection approaches [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] solve the traffic processing bottleneck by aggregating traffic volume data over time instead of scrutinizing every packet. This can speed up detection and reveal important features for security management. There are many ways of aggregation [10] to meet different needs, such as aggregating traffic according to Point of Presences (POPs), links, and IP address prefixes. As for DDoS attacks detection, it is necessary to analyze a typical DDoS attack structure shown in Fig. 1 . This structure resembles a huge funnel in which attack packets are aggregated to the target, and each router acts like a smaller funnel aggregating attack traffic from different ports to the destination port. If the attack traffic is huge, detection of the attack at destination port is not a problem. But if the attack traffic is smaller, it is always flooded by big normal traffic aggregated at egress port, so it is hardly detected. We propose a new method to cluster traffic to detect this kind of minor attacks accurately and timely, which aggregates traffic between two ports within a router. This aggregated traffic is called IF flow and it is very suitable for DDoS attacks detection as it can increase the value of the ratio of attack traffic to normal traffic compared to input links and output links.
Another challenge in identifying DDoS attacks is detection efficiency for high bandwidth networks and limited computational resources. The second major contribution of this paper is the development of a scheme to detect and evaluate DDoS attacks in a router based on IF flows, which presents an efficient way of detection compared with two existing statistical methods. To quickly and accurately detect attacks we propose two adaptive filtering-based detection methods in the scheme. The two methods can work independently under different environments according to the actual needs.
Fig. 1. DDoS attack tree
In the next section, we briefly summarize existing research on attack detection techniques, especially DoS/DDoS attacks detection in network traffic. In section 3, we define three types of traffic and discuss the merits of IF flows in detail. In section 4, we propose a DDoS attacks detection scheme. Particularly, an evaluation formula is proposed to assess how seriously a router port is under DDoS attacks. The RLS-based method and Kalman-based method to detect DDoS attacks are presented in Section 5 and Section 6 respectively. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach using an empirical evaluation and give some meaningful comparison results in Section 7. Section 8 gives the extension of the proposed scheme.
Related Work
Existing methods for DoS/DDoS attacks detection can be roughly categorized into three types according to the deployment points: 1) deployed on a link or a server,2) deployed on a router, 3) deployed on a large-scale network.
Deployed on a Link or a Server: [11] proposed a scheme called MULTOPS to detect DoS attacks by monitoring the packet rate in both the up and down links. This scheme assumes that packet rates between two hosts or subnets are proportional during normal operation. If the packet rates are significantly disproportional, it is strongly believed that a DoS attack happens. [12] proposed SYN detection to detect SYN flooding by monitoring statistical changes. The ratio of SYN packets to FIN and RST packets is used. When the random sequence is statistically non-homogeneous and the ratio changes remarkably, an attack is assumed to be detected. [13] used Kolmogorov Complexity-based algorithm to detect DDoS attacks with a high accuracy rate. This algorithm works well under the assumption that DDoS attacks always change traffic feature distribution.
Deployed on a Router: In [14] authors proposed a method to keep a history of all the legitimate IP addresses which have previously appeared in a router. When a current IP packet is coming, the history is used to decide whether a DDoS attack has happened. How to maintain and index the huge IP address database is a big problem. [15] analyzed the traffic patterns in a router and adopted a nonparametric Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) to process traffic at each input/output port. Based on this method applied to a router, a hierarchical alarm system against DDoS attacks was introduced. [16] aimed at the change of ports' input and output traffic in a core router, and employs an improved CUSUM algorithm to trace traffic statistical characteristics in real time to detect DDoS attacks. Both methods [15] [16] work well under the assumption that the ratio of input traffic to output traffic is nearly a constant value. However some DDoS attacks, such as reflector attack with attackers evenly distributed in network, is hard to be detected. [6] used different level subnet prefix to aggregate traffic going to and from a router port. When traffic volume and subnet number are large, computation is a problem in real time detection. [17] proposed Renyi cross entropy to detect DDoS attacks in a router. This method can only identify whether there is an attack happening, but cannot tell exactly which ports are under attack.
Deployed on a Large-scale Network: How to detect DDoS attacks in large-scale network has become an active research area in recent years [15] [18] [19] . All these papers have adopted distributed detection techniques to detect DDoS attacks. Specifically, distributed detection software is deployed and running in each router. Later on, each router sends its intermediate detection results to a control center. Finally, a general result is computed by data fusion. On the other hand, network-wide anomaly detection based on traffic matrix is a novel method for detecting volume anomalies [7] [8] [9] . Unlike a hierarchical structure, this kind of method can accomplish anomaly detection in large-scale networks in three steps. The first step is to build traffic matrix relationship between origin-destination (OD) flows and input links. The second step is to estimate traffic matrix by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or Kalman filter. The third step is to build a normal profile using a statistical process. Any anomalies from potential attackers compared with the normal profile are regarded as strong indications of an attack. Practically, obtaining OD flows in real time is not easy, which makes these methods hard to be deployed in a true network environment.
From the view point of detection techniques, generally the methods mentioned above can be classified into two groups. The first group is called DoS-attack-specific detection, which is based on the special features of DoS/DDoS attacks, such as [11] [12 [13] [14] . The second group is called anomaly detection, which models the behavior of normal traffic, and then reports any anomalies, such as [7] [6] [7] [8] [9] [15] [16] . Anomaly detection has become a major focus of research, due to its ability to detect new attacks, including DDoS attacks. But anomaly detection techniques are facing a dilemma of how to choose a tradeoff between processing speed and detection accuracy. For these reasons, we propose two adaptive filtering based anomaly detection algorithms to solve the dilemma. The two detection algorithms have good accuracy and fast speed, and are complementary in their applications.
The most similar work with ours is that of [9] , however there are some remarkable differences. Firstly, we propose Kalman filter and RLS filter to detect and evaluate DDoS attacks in different application environments whereas [9] mainly compares four different Kalman filter based statistical methods. Furthermore, we focus on how to detect and evaluate DDoS attacks in a router whereas work in [9] detects anomalies in OD flows. Besides, we compare Kalman filter method with RLS filter method, CUSUM method and PCA method in many aspects, such as detection rate, processing speed, detection lag time. The sensitivity of three types of traffic (IF flow, input link, output link) to DDoS attacks is also compared.
Merits of Using IF Flows to Detect DDoS Attacks
To facilitate the discussion, three types of flow traffic are defined below. IF flow: IF stands for internal flow in a router, which is defined as a group of packets traveling from one port to another different port in a router per unit time. It is assumed that packets traveling from one port to the same port are very sparse, so they are not considered. Input link: A group of packets entering a router from one port per unit time. Many attackers try to distribute their DDoS attack traffic evenly in a large-scale network in order to hide attack behaviors and avoid being spotted at an early time. Schemes deployed on a single link, such as in many anomaly-based IDS systems, are hard to spot the attacks timely. In contrast, IF flows based method can find this kind of attack early, because IF flows increase value of the ratio of attack traffic to normal traffic. In addition, IF flows expose the ports from which the attack traffic is coming and to which they are aggregated. This port information is very useful for attacks defense with proper measures. 
DDoS Attacks Detection Scheme
According to the detailed analysis mention above and practical application needs, we propose a DDoS attacks detection and evaluation scheme based on RLS prediction detection and Kalman estimation detection. The scheme is shown in Fig. 3 .
Traffic Collection: At present there is no tool available to obtain IF flows directly. Simple network management protocol (SNMP) can only be used to collect ports' ingress and egress traffic statistics in router. Although it is possible to obtain IF flows by analyzing packet routing, one must know routing table and monitor all packets in router. This approach consumes a significant amount of time and resources, and faces the trouble of routing table updating in real time. Fortunately, Netflow records created by Netflow cache [21] in a router can be used to achieve this goal. NetFlow, proposed by Cisco Company, is based on a flow concept. Flow is a unidirectional stream of packets with five tuples: source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port and layer 3 protocol type. After configuring a router to open Netflow cache, Netflow entries are then created at every time bin and encapsulated in UDP packets directed to a traffic statistical analysis server. However Cisco Netflow performance analysis white paper [22] indicates that the opened Netflow function increases CPU cost a little. According to the different count of Netflow records existed in router cache, CPU used by Netflow function is 7%～23% on average. To make the scheme more flexible and robust, Kalman-based method to reduce opening Netflow function in a router is proposed.
Fig. 3. DDoS attacks detection scheme
Statistical Analysis: A traffic statistical analysis server receives UDP packets at a certain UDP port. Then it unpacks the packets to extract Netflow records and stores them in a database. Because every Netflow record includes input and output fields, by using simple SQL statements, it is possible to calculate byte count, packet count and flow count of input links, output links and IF flows per unit time.
Historical Data: All historical data, which include previous Netflow records and statistical analysis results, are stored in a database for real time detection. For example, historical IF flow is needed to calculate threshold for judging anomaly before RLS-based detection method is applied in real time; history of IF flow and input link(or output link) is needed to estimate iteration parameters before Kalman-based detection method is applied in real time.
RLS-based Anomaly Detection:
The normal historical IF flow is needed to calculate detection threshold beforehand. When a new IF flow statistical value arrives, this module calculates the prediction error between the new value and its RLS prediction value computed at previous time bin in real time. Then a ratio of prediction error variance in a history window to prediction error variance in detection window is used as a statistic to detect anomaly. This method has higher detection accuracy but with relatively lower processing speed. Detailed procedures are presented in section 5.
Kalman-based Anomaly Detection: Before Kalman filter is applied to estimate IF flow matrix, historical IF flows and input links (or output links) are needed to estimate iteration parameters in discrete Kalman equations. When a new input link (or output link) statistical value arrives, this module estimates IF flow value and calculates the prediction residual timely. Then a GLR statistical test method is used to detect anomaly in real time. This method has faster processing speed but with relatively lower detection accuracy. Detailed procedures are presented in section 6.
DDoS Attacks Evaluation: DDoS attacks evaluation is a method to judge how seriously each router port is under DDoS attacks. The evaluation mechanism has fully utilized the funnel structure of DDoS attacks. Two factors that affect the evaluation index are considered. Factor one is how many IF flows going to a port are detected as anomaly at one time. A many number of anomalous IF flows going to a port imply that the port is under DDoS attack more seriously. Factor two is how large is the anomalous IF flow's traffic volume. A larger value of the ratio of anomalous IF flow's traffic volume to the port's out traffic volume implies that the port is under DDoS attack more seriously. The evaluation equation is given below. Because the same count of abnormal IF flows impacts bigger on router with a small number of ports than with a large number of ports. So in practice if a router has port number not more than five, we use a linear function with big slope to denote the contribution of the count of abnormal IF flows, otherwise sigmoid function is used. Sigmoid function is a good threshold function, and its form characteristic is that its front part and back part have smaller slope, but middle part has steep slope. Sigmoid function captures the situation well: smaller count of abnormal IF flows affects lesser on the port; when the count is larger to an extent, the effect on port increases very fast, but when the count further increases, the impact of newly added abnormal IF flows is relatively limited.
RLS-based Anomaly Detection

Detection Algorithm Model
The detection algorithm model based on RLS is shown in Fig. 4 . It is applied to three types of traffic in the following experiments: IF flows, input links, output links. We take IF flows as an example.
1. IF flow statistic module. This module is the same as the statistic analysis module shown in Fig. 3 . It is used to sum up byte count, packet count and flow count of IF flows as statistics. 
Network Traffic Prediction Based on RLS
Instead of Auto-Regressive (AR) model, RLS is selected as the prediction algorithm for the following reasons: 1) AR model must update weights periodically in order to deal with non-stationary stochastic time series, which increases computation load. The situation becomes worse when facing multiple statistics.2) Before prediction, AR model must fit a section of series to get weights and the length of fitted series affects the prediction precision and calculation speed.3) RLS is adaptive to non-stationary stochastic time series, with faster speed and lesser memory when using with a smaller order, such as 2. RLS algorithm is a kind of Kalman filter in nature [23] , which exactly meets least square criterion. RLS is mainly used to filter signal noise, but also can predict signal. Literature [24] points out that with the increase of prediction step, the prediction precision will decrease fast; hence RLS is used to predict traffic in one step. Suppose ) (n d called desired response is our expected signal at time n. We attempt to predict the desired network traffic 
. When historical traffic vector with N dimensions at time n is known and is
. When weight vector dimension N becomes bigger and, more historical information is used, the prediction result approximates the pure signal. But a larger N also leads to more computational work. In the experiment N is set as 2. The initial Weight vector can be set as any smaller values, such as 0, because the filter recursion process can update weight vector iteratively.
The following is the algorithm for prediction: Initialization: 
3. Update information gain vector:
4. Update weight vector:
5. Update inverse of correlation matrix:
It can be seen that weight vector is corrected by gain and error vector. Equation (3), (5) update the value of the gain vector itself. The inverse of the correlation matrix is replaced at each step by a simple scalar division. Note  is forgetting factor. The smaller  is, the smaller contribution of previous samples. This makes the filter more sensitive to recent samples, which means more fluctuations in the filter coefficients. Generally  is set as 0.99.
Variance Ratio Statistic Detection Algorithm
Historical traffic is obtained beforehand by monitoring the normal network. After its prediction, prediction error variance is calculated. The variance captures statistical characteristics of normal historical traffic. When in real time detection, 'sliding window' variance ratio detection algorithm shown in is computed to denote the departure of data in detection window from data in history window at time n t . If there is an anomaly adding to detection window at present, the ratio value would increase remarkably. As a result, ratio changes can be used to find the anomaly. There are three parameters in the detection algorithm:
1. Detection window size. It is ideal if the size of detection window is equal to the lasting time of possible anomaly. However, it is impossible to know in advance the lasting time of anomaly traffic to be detected. However, it is possible to know the lasting time of all historical anomaly traffic. Therefore, the average lasting time of all historical anomaly traffic is selected as a detection window size. , an anomaly is assumed to be detected at time n.
Kalman-based Anomaly Detection
RLS-based method can only predict one IF flow at one time. However Kalman-based method can process traffic matrix as a whole and all IF flows can be estimated simultaneously. As a result, Kalman-based method has an advantage in terms of speed. Moreover, in real time detection, Kalman-based method does not need to collect Netflow records. It means that the method has little effects on router performance.
Building Traffic State-space Model
In Fig. 2 the traffic actually observed on input links (similarly on output links) arises from the superposition of IF flows within a router. In order to reflect the inaccuracy of data collection, equation (6) (6) and (7) becomes a linear state space dynamic system, given by: 
Discrete Kalman Filtering Equations
The Kalman filtering equations [23] applied to discrete time-varying system are listed below, which includes prediction procedure given by equations (9) and update procedure in equations (10) . Some important variables used in the equations are explained in [23] . (9) and (10) . (9) and (10) 
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Using Expectation Maximization (EM) Algorithm to Estimate
The system parameters are derived as follows [25] [26] .
) (
In the above equations, A,B and C are defined as follows.
Constant-interval Kalman smoothing filter is used to compute needed parameters
. This filtering procedure includes standard Kalman filter forward recursion and Kalman filter backward recursion [25] [26] [27] . Forward recursion procedure includes previous equations (9) and (10) 
, where
For t=n,n-1,…,2, (19) Note that some values such as shows a flow chart displaying how EM algorithm estimates system parameter  .  , Q and R can be initialized as unit matrix. The larger the recursion times, the higher estimation precision is. But time cost is much higher and convergence rate is slower with the increase of recursion times. Actually instead of estimation precision, a suitable recursion times is always used as a condition to end estimation.  is used as statistics to detect anomaly through GLR test given in [28] . GLR test can make best estimation under unknown mean and variance of time series. In the next section the Kalman-based method is compared with RLS-based method.
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Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR )-Based Statistical Test
Comparison and Analysis
Measurement Data Used
To validate any anomaly detection method, one common approach is to collect live data in the form of a packet or flow level trace, but operators must examine these data and "mark" anomaly event. It is hard to label or mark a trace, because operators can make mistakes by either missing an anomaly or generating a false positive. At the same time such live data contain a limited number of anomaly events whose parameters cannot be varied. Therefore, it is necessary to create synthetic attacks as test samples. The advantage of this approach is that the parameters of an attack can be carefully controlled.
The method of creating synthetic anomaly described in [9] in detail is used to create DDoS attack traffic as experiment data. Concrete procedure is as follows. Table 1 to characterize DDoS attacks.
Add the anomaly on top of the background traffic. 5. Use the created IF flow traffic to infer input links and output links traffic according to internal traffic matrix relationship within a router. Although most DDoS attacks last between 5 to 30 minutes [29] , there are some outliers that last less than 1 minute or more than one day. Here the attack lasting time is selected between 1 and 30 minutes. In Table 1 ,  is a multiplicative factor which is multiple of 0. 
Validation of DDoS Attacks Detection and Evaluation Methods
Validation of RLS-based method: Fig. 7 shows results of RLS-based method applied to a synthetic IF flow traffic measured by packet count. The synthetic IF flow is created by using the method mentioned above. In the first sub figure synthetic IF flow with DDoS attack is marked in blue solid curve and its predicted traffic is marked in red dash-dot curve. The two vertical dotted lines mark the start and end time of a DDoS attack. The second sub figure shows the results of variance ratio statistical method directly applied to original traffic. The third sub figure shows the prediction error at different times. It can be validated that prediction error is normally distributed with mean zero. The final sub figure is detection results of variance ratio statistic method applied to prediction error. In sub figure 2 and 4 red horizontal line is the threshold when m is 3; blue curve is variance ratio. From sub figure 2 and 4 it can be seen that prediction error has more powerful ability than original traffic to detect anomaly. Not only that it can make lesser mistakes, but also it can detect DDoS attacks at the very start and is able to tell its duration precisely. Fig. 9 show the DDoS attack against port #4 happened around 350 time bin which is carefully selected and validated. Here RLS-based method is used to detect anomaly and threshold is set as m=3. Fig. 10 shows evaluation results of DDoS attacks against port #4. In the figure port #4 is regarded in healthy state (namely under no DDoS attacks and attack index is zero) during all the time except for some sharper spikes caused by DDoS attacks or normal traffic vibration. Compared with Fig. 9 it is not difficult to find that the time when the highest index values have appeared is right the same time when DDoS attack has happened. The method shows effective in evaluating severity of DDoS attacks against router port. 
Validation of DDoS attacks Evaluation:
Results Comparison of Three Types of Traffic
Within each type of traffic, for each value of the threshold, the entire traffic matrix (thus traversing all anomalies and non-anomalies) is examined. One false positive percentage and one false negative percentage for each threshold configuration of a scheme are computed. The performance of the method applied to three types of flows is depicted in Receiver Operation Characteristic (ROC) curves. The ROC curve is the plot of true positive ratio (TPR) against False Positive Ratio (FPR). TPR is the fraction of DDoS attacks traffic correctly classified as DDoS attacks. The false negative ratio (FNR) is the fraction of DDoS attacks traffic wrongly classified as normal traffic. FPR is the fraction of normal traffic wrongly classified as DDoS attacks. An algorithm is considered better if its ROC curve climbs rapidly towards the upper left corner of the graph. In Fig. 11 , one FNR and one FPR are results of detecting synthetic anomaly traffic with the same attack intensity. In Fig. 12 , one TPR and one FPR are detection results at the same threshold. The more enormous anomalies, the easier is detection, and vice versa. FNR and FPR also decrease with the increase of anomaly intensity. The same conclusion is shown in Fig. 11 and 12. But incidentally, in Fig. 11 FPR of Kalman-based method is increasing with the increase of attack intensity. This is because IF flows estimated by Kalman filter can affect each other in estimating results, which causes propagation of estimation error between IF flows. All these observations given below are only within the detection results of RLS-based method.
1. In Fig. 11 , with the decrease of attack size, the curves for FPR and FNR of the three types of flows are more convergent. It is easy to find that, when attack intensity is trailing off to a certain degree, it is hard to detect anomaly with the three types of flows. 2. With the increase of attack intensity, FPR and FNR of IF flows are smaller than that of input links and output links; FPR and FNR of output links are smaller than that of input links.
3. Fig. 12 shows anomaly detection in IF flows more effective than in input links and output links. Clearly at the same FPR, TPR of IF flows is about 10% higher than that of output links, 35% higher than that of input links. In summary, if IF flows can be obtained easily, detection with IF flows is a good option. However, if it is not accessible, output links are more suitable than input links for detection.
Results Comparison of RLS-based Method and Kalman-based Method
These two methods are compared in terms of detection rate, detection speed, applicability, and difficulty levels associated with realization. Both are complementary to each other, and suitable for different application environments. This makes the scheme more powerful,flexible and robust.
1. Detection rate. Fig. 12 shows, under the same false alarm rate, detection rate of RLS-based detection in IF flows is a little higher than that of Kalman-based detection in IF flows. One reason is that Kalman-based method is lesser accurate in estimating IF flows than RLS-based method, which decreases the detection accuracy of Kalman-based method. Another reason is that the two detection methods use different statistical detection algorithm, which also causes different detection results. 2. Detection speed. Kalman-based method needs to calculate parameters recursively beforehand. RLS-based method also needs lots of historical traffic and computation to calculate thresholds. But these early work has little effect on real time detection, only the detection speed of two methods are compared in real time. A computer with a CPU of Pentium-IV 3.0GHz and memory of 752M is used to run MATLAB programs of two methods respectively for 500,000 iterations. Experiments show that Kalman-based method needs 0.41 ms to detect once in average, however RLS-based method needs 1.45 ms. Kalman-based method is faster than RLS-based method. Of course, as a matter of fact, two methods have enough detection speed to detect anomaly in real time. 3. Applicability. Before using RLS-based method, it is necessary to collect previous IF flows in real time, which leads to a burden on a router and affect its normal operation. However Kalman-based method only needs IF flows to estimate iteration parameters beforehand. Once the iteration parameters are estimated, there is no need of IF flows to calibrate the iteration parameters for a long period of time (such as one week) and only input links or output links are needed as observation vectors. These two types of traffic can be obtained by SNMP to access Management Information Base (MIB) in a router without using Netflow cache. As a result, its overhead on router is very small. Clearly, RLS-based method is suitable for a lightly loaded router, but Kalman-based method can be applied to a heavily loaded router. 4. Difficulty levels associated with realization. There are a lot of matrix operations used in Kalman-based method, especially formulas to calculate iteration parameters, which makes the method difficult to perform in practice. Nevertheless it is easy to estimate traffic in real time and IF flow matrix can be estimated in one stroke. RLS-based method is simple in predicting traffic and easy to implement. But it can only predict one statistic at a time, and the more statistics arrived at one time, the more times RLS-based method performs. Fortunately, IF flows are independent of each other and can be obtained simultaneously, which make RLS-based method easy to predict traffic in parallel. At the same time, variance ratio test and GLR statistical test can be performed in iterative optimization, which can reduce redundant computation.
Comparison with CUSUM Detection Method
CUSUM method has a strong real time detection power. It is often used in all kinds of statistical process control. In [16] , authors made some improvements on general non parametric CUSUM and used traffic ratio of input port traffic to output port traffic to detect DDoS attacks in router. However they did not give any efficiency experiment although some results shown are perfect. Before using this method in real time detection, experiments are needed to determine some parameters. . Forgetting factor  is set as 0.01.
The experiment results are a series of ROC curves shown in Fig. 13 . Each ROC curve corresponds to each  .
Fig. 13 A series of ROC curves of CUSUM method
We can see that all the ROC curves are almost linear with same slope. That means for different  , the detection results is consistent as a whole, if only  is set within wide enough range. Comparing Fig. 13 with Fig. 12 , it is easy to find that CUSUM method has lower detection rate than both Kalman method and RLS method when they are applied to three types of traffic. At the same detection rate, CUSUM method causes much more false alarms, making it unsuitable for practical application when attack traffic is very small. There are two main reasons which lead to poor performance of CUSUM except for small attack traffic. One reason is that although CUSUM algorithm can detect attack, but when attack is ended, the CUSUM cumulative value of the follow-up is still large enough to exceed threshold value, which results in false alarms frequently, especially when attack lasts for a long time. Another reason is that the traffic sampling time is one minute but in [16] is 100 ms. The normal traffic display stronger stationarity under Statistical multiplexing [30] for shorter sampling time. So the traffic is not very stationary because of longer sampling time. This makes it not easy to obtain a reasonable mean  , which affects CUSUM detection performance.
Comparison with PCA Detection Method
In The test data used in the experiment are created by the same man made traffic method mentioned before. The difference between them is that attack intensity  has a much wide value from 0.1 to 2. For each  , 100 DDoS attacks are randomly generated. RLS, Kalman and PCA methods are all applied to IF flow traffic. The comparison results of them are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 . In Fig. 14 , left subfigure shows false negative ratio of PCA is much higher than that of RLS and Kalman. With the increase of attack intensity, although the false negative ratio of PCA decreases gradually, the gap between them is increasing. Right subfigure shows the false positive ratio of PCA is lower than other methods. Moreover, it changes little when attack intensity changes. This explains why PCA method can control false alarm perfectly, but at the same time increases false negative rate, causing lower detection rate. Fig. 15 shows when FPR is between 0～14% , detection rate of Kalman is 8% higher than that of PCA on average. When FPR exceeds 14%, detection rate of PCA exceeds that of Kalman. When FPR is between 0～19% , detection rate of RLS is 13% higher than that of PCA on average. When FPR exceeds 19%, detection rate of PCA exceeds that of RLS. At last, PCA detects all anomalies when FPR is about 20%. However RLS and Kalman detect all anomalies when FPR is about 26%. However when FPR is very low (about 0~5%), RLS and Kaman methods have much higher detection rate than PCA; when FPR is very high (about exceeding19%), detection rate of three methods differs little. Therefore RLS-based method and Kalman-based method are considered better than PCA method. In the following the detection lag time experiment proves this too.
Detection lag time is a key indicator to judge whether a detection method is good or not. Detection lag time denotes the time when detection method detects a true anomaly minus the time when the anomaly began. A good detection method should have shorter detection lag time. When detection lag time is shorter, anomaly can be detected earlier. The lag time cumulative probability distributions of three methods are shown in Fig. 16 . PCA method can detect about 30% of all detected anomalies without delay; RLS and Kalman methods can detect about 60%. In other words, RLS and Kalman methods can easily detect anomaly and much earlier than PCA method. Even so, the detection rate is not very high for all three methods under no detection lag. This is related to trend functions selected in synthetic attack traffic creation. Different from step function which increases attack traffic to maximum value at the beginning, ramp and exponential functions used here increase attack traffic smoothly. This smooth attack traffic makes detection method harder to find anomaly with no lag. 
Discussion
The scheme can be generalized to multiple core routers in large-scale network. A distributed way and co-operation between routers should be considered. A possible method to detect DDoS attacks in a large-scale network is as follows. To explain the method clearly, a 3-router network shown in Fig. 17 is used as an example. In Fig. 17 , number denotes router number; letter denotes router port number.
Step 1: Detect and evaluate DDoS attacks in each router to get evaluation indexes of DDoS attacks against ports and anomalous IF flows. DDoS attacks detection and evaluation results given on each router in Fig. 17 are shown in Table 2 . In each figure listed in Table 2 , red arrow denotes anomalous IF flow, number denotes evaluation index of DDoS attacks against port; letter denotes router port number.
Step 2: Set a threshold of evaluation index to get attack-aggregation port and attack-entering port. For example, the threshold is set as 0.6. That means the port called attack-aggregation port, whose evaluation index is larger than 0.6, is assumed to be attacked, and the port, from which anomalous IF flow leaving attack-aggregation port enters router, is called attack-entering port. It is clear from Table 2 that attack-aggregation port of router 1 is C, attack-entering port of router 1 is A and B; attack-aggregation port of router 2 is C, attack-entering port of router 2 is A and D; attack-aggregation port of router 3 is C, attack-entering port of router 3 is A and D.
Step 3: Merge all routers' attack-aggregation port and attack-entering port to construct a directed attack path topology. The method to determine whether attack traffic exists in the link between two routers is: if router A's connected port is attack-aggregation port and router B's connected port is attack-interring port, then attack exists in the link; furthermore, the attack direction is from router A to router B. Based on the merging method, the directed attack path topology existing in Fig. 17 is constructed and shown in Fig. 18 .
Step 4: Evaluate the directed attack path topology to identify DDoS attacks behavior. DDoS attacks path has some general features, such as one-way tree structure and a sole victim. If attack path topology does not meet theses features well and has poorer connectivity, lesser obvious hierarchy, there has lesser probability that DDoS attack exists in network. It is clear from Fig. 18 that a DDoS attack exists in network shown in Fig. 17 by the evaluation criterion. Because the distinction between flash crowds and DDoS attacks is difficult, it seems that the scheme will have high false positive rate for "flash crowd" traffic . Some measures can be considered to solve this problem. For example, a heuristic based on the findings of [31] can be adopted. It is shown that DDoS requests came from clients widely distributed across the Internet (perhaps because DDoS attacks are more likely to be spoofed). In that light, traffic emerging from topologically clustered hosts and directed to well known destination ports (such as port 53 (DNS) or 80 (HTTP)) are classified as flash crowd. Of course, this heuristic may not always hold and as a result, some of the flash crowds may be detected as DDoS attacks in reality. On the other hand, DDoS attacks are characterized by a concentration in destination address. However flash crowds are from a dispersed set of source ports, to a concentrated set of destination addresses [32] . So entropy can be introduced in the scheme to distinguish DDoS attacks and flash crowds.
Conclusions
Based on the tree characteristic of DDoS attack, features of IF flows and properties of adaptive filters, this paper proposes a new scheme to detect DDoS attacks within a router. The work provides the following key contributions. 1) A new type of traffic IF flows are introduced to detect DDoS attacks, and it has been demonstrated that IF flows have more powerful ability to expose anomaly than input links and output links. 2) A detection and evaluation scheme against DDoS attacks is proposed, and it can achieve higher detection efficiency and flexibility in comparison to previous work for factors like detection rate, false alarm rate, detection lag time etc.
